2014-2015 End-of-Year Parent Satisfaction Survey Results

Based on your experiences this year, what do you consider to be Mr. Miller's
strengths?12 responses
Mr. Miller has an AMAZING ability to connect with his students! He is able to identify and develop interests in his students
and push them to explore those interests and talents. His hands on approach to learning has made this 4th Grade year an
absolute joy to experience. PPES is incredibly fortunate to have found Mr. Miller - his love for what he does comes
through in his dedication to the students. He should most certainly be recognized!!
Experiments with the children.
Mr Miller has a strong connection with his students.He is an excellent teacher with outstanding communication skills with
parents.Mr Miller allow the kids to be hands on during their learning process.Mr Miller is awesome!!!
a
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Mr. Miller is very good and effective with teaching the main concepts of focus in math. Then the intense math questions
that he gives is very good and challenges the student. Great personality, great to have a male influence on my son(that's
just my opinion). Because I always here good stuff from my child about him. There is never a dull moment in Mr. Millers

class. He keeps it exciting and the kids thinking. I have always appreciated his help. I also appreciate that he made
himself available to talk to whenever needed
Mr Miller is very hands on with both students & parents. We love his approach. He works with the students encouraging
their success in the class and on tests. He goes above & beyond keeping parents in the know about their child's progress.
He has a passion for teaching, is patient with the students and it's important to him that they are learning
Patience and understanding
His strengths are math science and being very humerus.
Communication is #1 but also how well he is able to teach kids who are different levels!
I think he makes science fun and interesting.

Based on your experiences this year, where do you feel that Mr. Miller needs to
improve in order to be the most effective teacher that he can be?12 responses
I'm not sure I have an area of focus for Mr. Miller to improve on. Noone is perfect!
Making sure the children are studying and understanding prior to pre EOGs, rather than having to cram for it in May. But I
say that for all the EOG graded as well.
N/A
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He is super great at returning emails quickly for general questions about class. but for the math homework and warm up
questions that needed clarification, an actual response would be nice. Also, a calendar of dates for testing and quizzes
would be helpful. Since books are not used in class, as parents we need something to follow up on with kids to work on at
home.
Although many teachers could use some improvements, Mr Miller personality & teaching skills are spot on! He's very
popular with our son + his friends. He makes a positive impact on their academics.
On communicating with the parents individually on their child's performance/grades. He does a great job with the website
and keep the parents updated on what is going on in the class and provide tuturials etc. But it would be good to see test
grades so you'll know how your child is doing and not be surprised when progress reports or report cards come out
Communication
NOTHING!!!!!!!
Studying for test. It would be nice to have some kind of guidance for parents to help their kid prepare for an upcoming
test.
Nothing that I can think of, my child enjoyed him.

Any other feedback for Mr. Miller?8 responses
Thank you Mr. Miller - for all that you've done!
I think Mr Miller's email "what we did today" is great.
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We are grateful to Mr Miller! He is a wonderful and professional teacher and he has made such a positive and motivating
difference in our student's academic career. We pray he teaches 5th grade science next year so our son will have him
again! Love the online class site for daily updates.
Don't change and neither will I.
WE LOVE YOU!!!
I like how you made science more fun by doing experiments and stuff, keep that up, the kids love it.

What feedback can you provide about the Weebly?6 responses
N/A
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Its a very useful tool. If also some notes could be added like an outline of topics covered on what we did today. That
would be nice
Sometimes it can be challenging for a parent to access the website daily with working and coming home to do homework
with their child, preparing dinner and preparing for bed. It is sometimes hard to keep up with
I didn't visit it all that much, I always read the emails so for me personally it would've been easier if the what we did today
stuff was in the emails. (that's just because I'm lazy though)

Anything else that you would like to add?6 responses
N/A
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Mr. Miller if a very efficient teacher. He teaches with good detail and important detail. He makes himself available to talk
to. He is stern in his teaching yet accommodating. Love the science videos he posts on Weebly. Love the quick summary
of the days work. It is helpful to follow by and to study with. He would totally get a score of 10 if he follows up on the
problems or homework questions on email and the dates on the calendar for tests and quizzes would be off by a couple of
day. Other than that he is a great teacher!!!! It was a great start for me here with Mr. Miller. Thank you very much for all
your help Mr. Miller!!!!
Any upcoming 4th grader who gets Miller will be very lucky! He is such an amazing teacher!!
Thanks for making my son's first year at the school great!

